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Abstract: Clustering is data mining technique of grouping objects or data into clusters in which objects within the cluster have 
high similarity, but are very dissimilar to objects in the other clusters. Similarities and dissimilarities are measured on the 
attribute values which describe the objects. Clustering methods are used to formulate and typecast the data, for data compression 
and model construction, for detection of outliers etc. Common approach of all clustering methods is to find clusters centre which 
represent each cluster. Data set can be numeric or categorical. Numeric data can be oppressed to naturally define distance 
function between data points, whereas categorical data can be borrowed from either quantitative or qualitative data where 
observations are directly observed from counts. The work done here revolves around the implementation of selected latest 
clustering algorithms, a study of various pros and cons of the same, and also a comparative analysis of these clustering 
techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As per the work stated in [1], clustering is the grouping of a particular set of objects based on their characteristics, aggregating them 
according to their similarities. Regarding to data mining, this methodology partitions the data implementing a specific join 
algorithm, most suitable for the desired information analysis. Since clustering is a very valuable data analysis technique, it has 
several different applications in the sciences world. Every large data set of information can be processed by this kind of analysis, 
producing great results with many distinct types of data. [10]. The personal data combined with shopping, location, interest, actions, 
and an infinite number of indicators, can be analyzed with this methodology, providing very important information and trends. 
Examples of this are the market research, marketing strategies, web analytics, and a lot of others. Following are the four advanced 
clustering algorithms, that have been selected for implementation in the project: 
K-modes, Rock, BIRCH and CURE 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
This paper presents comparison between various clustering algorithms by considering the parameters such as time, input format 
,data type expected as input and outlier detection. 

A. Partitioning Based Clustering 
All objects are considered initially as a single cluster. The objects are divided into no of partitions by iteratively locating the points 
between the partitions.[5] 
1) K-modes algorithm: Randomly select k unique objects as the initial cluster centres (modes). In this current implementation of 

K-modes algorithm there are two initial mode selection methods 
2) The first method selects k-distinct  records from the dataset as initial k-modes.In second method we,calculate the frequencies of 

all categories for all attributes and store them in category array in descending order of frequency.where Cij denotes category i 
of attribute j, where f(Ci,j) is frequency of category Ci,j. 

3) Assume k=3,assign most frequent categories equal to the initial k-modes.Example Q1=[q1,1=c1,1,  q1,2=c1,2                   
q1,3=c1,3  q1,4=c1,4],      Q2=[q2,1=c2,1,  q2,2=c2,2,  q2,3=c2,3, q2,4=c2,4],       Q3=[q3,1=c3,1,  q3,3=c3,3,   q3,4=c3,4 

4) Start with Q1.Select the  record most similar to Q1 and substitute Q1 with record as first initial mode.Continue this process 
until Q3 is substituted 

B.  Hierarchical Clustering 
There are two approaches to perform Hierarchical clustering techniques: Agglomerative and Divisive .In Agglomerative approach, 
initially one object is selected and successively merges the neighbor objects based on the distance as minimum, maximum and 
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average. The process is continuous until a desired cluster is formed. The Divisive approach deals with set of objects as single cluster 
and divides the cluster into further clusters until desired no of clusters are formed.[5] 
1) Birch: It is a hierarchical clustering algorithm which uses a CF tree structure to  form clusters.[11] Following are the various 
phases in BIRCH: 
a) Phase 1: Load data into memory by building a CF tree 
b) Phase 2 (optional): Condense into desirable range by building smaller CF trees 
c) Phase 3: Global Clustering 
d) Phase 4 (optional): Cluster Refining[11] 

2) Rock : It is a hierarchical clustering algorithm which uses a link strategy to  form clusters.[11]ROCK method is divided into 
three parts are as follows:  
a) First get a random sample of the data. 
b) Obtain the goodness measure by performing link agglomerative approach on data to get the point which can be merged at each 

step 
c) Assign the remaining data on disk by using these points which forms the clusters 
d) Cure: CURE uses a set of representative points to cluster the data. The steps for CURE algorithm are: 

i) Draw random sample 
ii) Partition sample 

iii) Partially cluster partitions 
iv) Eliminate outliers 
v) Cluster partial clusters 

vi) Label data in disk. [12] 

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Technologies Used 
Python programming language for coding and flask technology is used for designing the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Python 
provides various libraries such as matplotlib, pyclustering, etc, that can be effectively used for designing and visualizing clusters. 
Flask is a web application framework written in Python. It is developed by Armin Ronacher, who leads an international group of 
Python enthusiasts named Pocco. Flask is based on the Werkzeug WSGI toolkit and Jinja2 template engine. The pages for the 
project are designed using HTML and CSS technologies. 

B.  Module Description 

 

Fig. 1  Block diagram illustrating the flow of the system. 

1) Data Cleaning: The datasets are cleaned, that is, the missing attributes are filled by finding the mean of the rest of the values in 
the particular column of the dataset. This is done only in case of numeric values, for categorical values, they are represented by a 
question mark. 
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2) Outlier Detection: The outliers in data mining can be detected using semi-supervised and unsupervised methods.Using outlier 
detection techniques, the distance based methods are used to detect outliers and label all the points as good outliers. The distance 
based method is one of the methods in anomaly detection. Anomalies: the set of objects are considerably dissimilar from the 
remainder of the data. They occur relatively infrequently. When they do occur, their consequences can be quite dramatic and quite 
often in a negative sense. Anomaly is a pattern in the data that does not conform to the expected behavior. 
3) Applying Algorithms: Once dataset is cleaned, it is fed as input to each of the four clustering algorithms, Kmodes, ROCK, 
BIRCH and CURE. 
4) Clustering Result: Results are then obtained for all the four clustering algorithms at once, displaying how the data from the dataset 
fed as input is grouped into clusters. 

C. Implementation 
1)  First page:The first page provides a link to proceed with the uploading of the dataset file.  

 
Fig. 2  First page of the system 

2) Dataset Selection Page: In this page, the user can choose any file containing datasets as input, and also a column on which 
clustering has to be performed. Further, a sample of data from that column is displayed, so that the user can find out whether the 
data is integer or string. Also, the data is cleaned simultaneously, and the dataset is now ready to be fed as input to each of the 
algorithms.  

 
Fig. 3 Page to upload dataset. 

3)  Applying algorithms: The dataset is fed as an input to all four clustering algorithms, outlier detection for the dataset is displayed, 
as well as the outputs of all the clustering algorithms are displayed. 
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Fig. 3,4,5  Page displaying all the four clustering outputs as well as box-plot representation of the data in the dataset. 

The user can now view all the four clustering algorithms’ outputs, along with a box-plot representation of the data in the dataset, and 
can visually analyse and compare each of them. 

IV. RESULTS 
Following are the clustering outputs of each of the four algorithms 

A. Birch 
BIRCH detects outliers, they can be seen evidently from fig. 6. The points scattered on the graph are of various colors, and the 
points with same colors represent the same cluster.  

 
Fig. 6  Clustering output of BIRCH. 
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B. Rock 
ROCK algorithm clusters points using links, so in the output, only links are displayed. The points that are visible in the graph 
represent the links formed between the points, each link represents a cluster.  

 
fig. 7  clustering output of rock. 

C. Cure 
Similar to BIRCH, CURE output (fig. 8)  also contains various points that are colored, and points with the same color belong to the 
same cluster.CURE also detects outliers. 

 
Fig. 8  Clustering output of CURE. 

D. Kmodes 
 Kmodes displays tiny circular blobs, each of these blobs represent a cluster. Kmodes does not detect outliers. 

 
Fig. 9 Clustering output of Kmodes. 
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V. RESULT ANALYSIS 
Following is the table that summarizes the observations obtained and inferences made about each of the four clustering algorithms, 
from the implementation of the system. 

TABLE I COMPARISON OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 
Algorithm Outlier 

detection 
Time required (seconds) Data types accepted as 

inputs 
Input format 

kmodes No 0.377  Both integer and string 1D array 

BIRCH Yes 0.386 Integer 2D array 

CURE 
 

yes 0.4178 Integer 2D array 

ROCK Yes 0.43 Both integer and string column wise input 

 
Fig. 10 Graphical representation of time required to for each algorithm to cluster data. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Each clustering method has pros and cons over and is suitable in appropriate domain. The best approach is used for achieving best 
results. Comparative analysis table helps you to choose the most suited clustering method for a particular dataset depending on the 
type of output needed. Various important management decisions are taken based on the output given by these clustering methods. 
The work done here compares different clustering algorithms for datasets.  
The inferences for the study on these clustering algorithms made are as follows 

A.  Kmodes is a partitioning based clustering algorithm, which takes both integers as well as string values as inputs. The input 
needs to be provided in the form of a 1D array. It is also a fast algorithm, takes very less time to cluster data. However, Kmodes 
algorithm does not detect outliers.  

B. BIRCH is also a fast clustering algorithm, it takes less time for cluster formation, but more than Kmodes. BIRCH, however, 
takes only integer inputs, and not categorical. Also, input needs to be provided in the form of a 2D array. BIRCH is a 
hierarchical clustering algorithm. BIRCH detects outliers  

C. CURE is another hierarchical clustering algorithm, with properties similar to BIRCH, except that CURE takes more time, but it 
also provides a more precise output than BIRCH.  

D. ROCK is also a hierarchical based algorithm, it takes the maximum amount of time to cluster the data, but handles outliers, as 
well as takes both string and integer inputs. Also, another advantage of ROCK is that it can directly column data as input, the 
input does not have to be converted in any format. 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE 
The system designed and built can be used in the future to cluster various kinds of data, as it is a generic system, which can be 
executed on any dataset given as input. It can be further used to perform any research on a particular dataset, or on any of these four 
algorithms. 
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